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“Tremendous amounts of talent are lost to our society just because
that talent wears a skirt.” - Shirley Chisholm

CDI funding supports
Recent harassment on cam- student acpus attributed to election tivities

Story of the Week

Students report a number of incidents on and around
Beall Avenue following the election on Nov. 8
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Above, Security and Protective Service vehicles increased their presence on
Beall Avenue in response to reports (Photo by Shoshana Rice).
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College of Wooster students have reported incidents
of verbal harassment on
Beall Avenue and other locations on campus over the past
week, some seemingly fueled
by the results of the U.S. national elections held on Tuesday, Nov. 8.
While many see acts of
verbal harassment on Beall
Avenue as having been an issue on campus for years, with
efforts such as the installation of security cameras in
the spring of 2014 – part
of an institutional effort to
decrease the prevalence of
these incidents, recent incidents have been attributed
to the election of Donald
Trump as President of the

United States due to the substance of the attacks.
The College’s Department
of Security and Protective Services (SPS) has increased surveillance on Beall Avenue and
has also contacted the Wooster
Police Department in response
to the reports.
Matthew Woodward ’17 was
witness to an act of verbal
harassment on Nov. 8 when a
truck driver passing Lowry
Center on Beall Avenue yelled,
“Trump that bitch!” towards a
crowd of Wooster students.
Olivia Poindexter ’20 reported being harassed on Nov.
9 on the corner of Beall Avenue and Wayne Avenue by
a man driving in an automobile. “I didn’t feel comfortable
walking by myself because I
heard about that happening the
night before… [he] pulled up

alongside me, slowed his car
down, yelled ‘Grab her by the
pussy’ and drove away,” Poindexter reported to The Voice.
Poindexter spent the day at
the Longbrake Student Wellness Center before getting
off campus to visit family
in order to recover from the
event.
On Nov. 10, a man wearing
a hat adorned with the Confederate flag was reported
on campus on Beall Avenue
between Lowry Center and
Gault Library.
Jahqwahn Watson ’17 was
one student who saw the individual in question. “The
Confederate flag is symbolic of white supremacy
and black subjugation and
enslavement — to brandish

Continued on page 2

Students organize silent protest in response to harassment
Mariah Joyce
Editor in Chief

In response to the increased
incidents of harassment on
Beall Avenue following the election of Donald Trump, College
of Wooster students organized
a silent protest last week.
Wooster’s protest, held on
Friday, Nov. 11 at 12 p.m.,
joined many other such protests
on college campuses across the
country. The focus of Wooster’s
demonstration was to show support for one another following
several incidents of harassment
on Beall Avenue, including firecrackers being set off and one
instance in which someone in
a car yelled “Grab her by the
pussy!” at a female student.
“It’s easy to post and say people love and support you, but
when you actually show using
your body and your signs and
your words that you have solidarity for one another it’s a lot
more impactful,” said protest
organizer Alina Karapandzich
’18. “I think it’s the first step to

Funds are used to
promote diverse
events on campus
Matt Woodward
Contributing Writer
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Above, students gathered in silent protest on the sidewalk of Beall Avenue following several incidents of harassment (Photo by Shoshana Rice).
helping people overcome how
afraid they are right now and
angry and how betrayed they
feel.”
Although she had never organized a protest like this before, Karapandzich said that
she was talking to friends and
peers about the need for such
a demonstration and they en-

couraged her to jump in and
make it happen. On Thursday,
Nov. 10 she sent out an email
advertising the protest and
asking recipients to spread the
word.
“Let’s show our community
that we are united against such
hate and that no matter who
our president elect is, hate and

bigotry will never be tolerated on our campus,” read the
email. The email said that the
protest would be silent, participants would link arms and
line the sidewalks of Beall,
and that everyone should keep
the message peaceful.

Continued on page 2

Established in 2015, the Center for Diversity and Inclusion
Programming Board offers the
opportunity for students, faculty and staff to receive funding for events which promote
the mission and values of the
Center for Diversity and Inclusion (CDI).
According to Shadra Smith,
assistant dean of students and
director of multicultural student affairs, the Programming
Board developed from a desire to centralize the ways in
which CDI supports students
through funding.
The Programming Board
consists of two parts — the
Student Board and the Directors’ Board.
This funding allows different
types of activities and events to
be funded and students’ voices
to be represented in decisions
regarding student activities.
The Student Board consists
of students who represent all
of the offices in CDI. One of
the Student Board members is
Dia Yadav ’19, who hopes to
use her time on the board to increase diversity on campus.
She would like to see many
diverse activities receive funding in the future, hopefully a
few from her new Hindu philosophy group, which aims to
provide educational and cultural events to the campus which
have not previously been seen
at Wooster.
“That [is] self-promotion,”
said Yadav. Regarding the
board’s importance, “As a bisexual, Indian, international
woman on campus, I think it’s
really important to represent
diversity and things like this
make it possible.”
According to HerBrina Shepherd — the CDI programming
chair and program coordinator
for the Office of Multicultural
Student Affairs — and the Programming Board bylaws, the
Student Board offers funding
for requests which meet the
following criteria: the request
is being submitted on behalf
of a club or organization, the
request pertains to an event to
be held on campus, the primary audience of the event will
be students, the event/activity is at least two weeks from
the date the request is submitted, the event/activity received
Campus Council funding and/
or is in response to a current
issue or concern and the request is less than $751.
Any other funding requests
can be directed to the CDI Directors’ Programming Board,
which consists of the directors of the different CDI offices.
This board makes it possible for faculty and staff to
advocate for various student
organizations through various
funding requests that students
cannot otherwise make, like requests that are for more than

Continued on page 2
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SECURITY BRIEFS
ALCOHOL
11/9 — 10:07 p.m.
Andrews Hall
Two suspects, 19, with
alcohol in room
11/11 — 2:20 a.m.
Holden Hall
Suspect, 19, drank too
much, taken to ER
11/13 — 1:46 a.m.
Wagner Hall
Suspect, 19, drank too
much taken to Wellness
Center

Harassment cont.

such charged iconography in
the wake of Donald Trump’s
election was a silent evocation
of the terrific power of white
supremacy. It was an indictment
of my being — of my aliveness, my black body’s claim to
space which he felt is invasive
of his own,” said Watson.
The individual in question
was questioned by SPS and escorted off campus.
According to Dean of Students Scott Brown, on Nov. 11
individuals in a tan Dodge Caravan traveling south on Beall
were cursing students in the
area of Lowry Center.
Although not meeting the legal definition of harassment,
students have also reported,

VANDALISM

Protest cont.

11/7 — 10:04 a.m.
Holden Hall
Extinguisher damaged

At noon on Friday, students
and other College community
members lined the sidewalks of
Beall, linking arms silently to
show support for one another.
Organizers and participants
said they were impressed and
overwhelmed by the response.
“I am really proud of
Wooster
students for showing up for this,”
said Chadwick
Smith ’17, who
has organized
several
protests at Wooster
himself. “I have
never seen any
protest on our
campus
with
this many people.” Smith estimated that around 300 people
showed up for the protest.
Drake Schwenke ’18, president of the conservative club
The Wooster Right Wingers,
expressed distaste for the harassment. “It’s obvious that
[the protest] started as a reac-

11/10 — 9:04 a.m.
Bissman Hall
Witness reported light
cover broken
11/10 — 2:31 p.m.
Pine Street
Rotary flags damaged
11/11 — 11:40 a.m.
Gault Schoolhouse
Adirondack chair
broken
11/13 — 8:06 a.m.
Gault Manor
Witness reported
witness concrete trash
cans tipped over
11/13 — 4:04 p.m.
Lot 7
Victim found dent in
car
DRUG INCIDENT
11/9 — 10:07 p.m.
Andrews Hall
Drug and paraphernelia
found. Witness present
at incident
11/11 — 10:32 p.m.
Douglass Hall
Drug and paraphernalia
found. Witness reported
incident
THEFT
11/7 — 8:38 a.m.
Bryan House
Victim reported
unsecure bike taken
11/7 — 1:53 p.m.
Bissman Hall
Witness reported
extinguisher taken
11/11 — 5:23 p.m.
Andrews Library
Victim reported
unsecure bike taken

11/11 — 10:23 a.m.
Beall Avenue
Gum was thrown at
victim from truck
11/11 — 7:59 p.m.
Beall Avenue
Witness reported van
yelling “Fuck you” at
students
While we strive to achieve
excellence every week, we,
too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections
to JBerg17@wooster.edu or
MJoyce17@wooster.edu.

“events on Tuesday night such
as vehicles driving fast up and
down Beall with Confederate
flags,” according to College
President Sarah Bolton.
The events on campus come
at a time when numerous media
outlets are reporting a rise in
acts of verbal intimidation and
harassment across the country
since last Tuesday’s election.
As of Nov. 11, The Southern
Poverty Law Center reported a
total of 38 incidents of intimidation and harassments on college campuses nationwide since
Nov. 8.
The New York Times reported a number of these incidents
in its Nov. 10 article, “Campuses Confront Hostile Acts
Against Minorities After Don-

ald Trump’s Election,” which
detailed acts of verbal intimidation and harassment at Texas
State University, The University of Tennessee, San Jose State
University and Wellesley College, among other institutions.
Mayor of Wooster Robert
Breneman could not be reached
for comment on the reports.
When asked for her reaction
to the reports, Bolton said, “Harassment is absolutely unacceptable. It is harmful to those who
experience it, and leaves people
feeling hesitant about their
safety, and concerned about
moving around the campus. It
is very important that this be
a place where students, staff
and faculty can feel and be safe
– that’s necessary if we want

tion to street harassment,” said
Schwenke. “We can’t condone
that, at all. At all. Even the
most staunch Trump supporter
should not be behind any kind
of behavior that incites violence
or anything that’s disrespectful
to anyone.”
Dean of Students Scott

student leaders and the courage
of everybody who’s willing to
stand up for what they believe
in.”
Ultimately,
Karapandzich
said she was deeply gratified at
the response. “I’ve never done
something like this before, I’ve
been a student leader but the
support that I
got just from a
single email is
incredible,” she
said. “More importantly the
support
that
we’re showing
for one another with this is
amazing, but I
didn’t doubt for
one second that
they wouldn’t
come out, because we have an
amazing supportive community
here.”
Wooster students are also
contemplating further protests,
including the possibility of a
protest in downtown Wooster
after Thanksgiving Break.
Jared Berg contributed reporting.

“

It’s easy to post and say people love and support you, but when
you actually show using your body
and your signs and your words that
you have solidarity for one another
it’s a lot more impactful.”
-Alina Karapandzich ’18
Brown said he was glad that
community members were voicing their concerns. “My hope
for this is that it gives many
students and people in the community the chance to really express their concerns in a way
that I hope is very constructive,” said Brown. “I applaud the

the community to be one where
all students, staff and faculty
can live, learn and thrive. We
have worked with the City of
Wooster in the past to address
issues of harassment, including
through putting up the cameras and an increase in security
presence. We will be working
with the City again to consider
further approaches … We are
committed to addressing this
very important issue in the most
effective ways that we can.”
On Nov. 11, student activists
organized a silent protest on Beall
Avenue in response to these events.
Bolton and Brown also reiterated
that any incidents of verbal harassment or intimidation should be reported immediately to Security and
Protective Services.

CDI cont.
$751.
Oftentimes, these are the
types of events that would not
typically be funded through
the budget allocations process
for student groups.
Dean Smith commented that
the Director’s Programming
Board funds various conferences, not fully, but in ways
that make it possible to attend
important and otherwise unfunded events.
She notes that the CDI Directors’ Programming Board
offers funding to events that
benefit students but are not
fully run by students, a recent
example being the French and
Francophone Film Festival,
which promotes the “intersectionality of religion, language, and culture” something
that the CDI directors deemed
helpful for the campus community.
For those interested in receiving funding from either
board, the deadline for the
Spring 2017 Semester is Friday, Dec. 2.

College survey investigates student center functions
Caren Holmes
Staff Writer
Last week, the College sent
out a “feasibility study survey” to
the College community eliciting
responses to better understand
student and faculty usage of the
Lowry Student Center. The survey,
as part of a larger feasibility study
being conducted by the College,
is designed to gauge “long-term
needs of the student center” and
its included facilities.
Dean of Students Scott Brown
explained that “renovating Lowry
is a priority in the next five to 10
years” and that the school is just
beginning the process of considering the many facets of such an
initiative.
He suggests that, “The survey is
a very early step to elicit a wide variety of examples, which can help
inform future thinking. The goal
is to have a center at the heart of
campus that is active, bright and ef-

fectively serves the many needs of
our multiple constituencies.”
He suggested that student participation within this preliminary
survey will help to direct renova-

Associate Vice President for
Facilities Management and Development Doug Laditka explained
that, “the feedback we hope to receive will help answer our ques-

“

The goal is to have a center at
the heart of campus that is active,
bright and effectively serves the
many needs of our multiple constituencies.”
-Scott Brown, Dean of Students

tion efforts. The survey asks about
individual usage of current facilities including the bowling alley,
bookstore, mailroom and dining
hall amongst others. It also gauges
interest in potential facilities such
as group study rooms, event spaces, a movie theater and even a pub.

tions – what do faculty, staff and
students want to see in a new student center?” In addition to the
surveys, the College has developed
two working groups, which consist of faculty, staff and student
representatives.
Laditka explains that the fea-

Photo of the Week

HARASSMENT
11/9 — 10:13 p.m.
Babcock Hall
Three teens yelling at
SPS

Section Editors:
Janel England
Mackenzie Clark

On Nov. 8, students
gathered in Lowry Center for the 2016 AllCampus Election Party,
hosted by the political
science department.
Students watched
live coverage of the
results of this year’s
historic election.
Food, games and
therapy dogs helped
the campus community unwind following
the end of the long
election cycle.
(Photo by Jordan
Griffith)

sibility study (which includes the
working groups in the survey),
“will help us understand how much
space we need for each group (offices, bookstore, food service, etc)
which ultimately leads us to how
large the facility must be and how
much space each component will
receive. Only then can we decide if
Lowry can/should be renovated,
expanded or replaced.”
The College is partnering with
Art Lidsky of DLM Planners in
efforts to consider possible renovation and expansion of the Lowry
Student Center. Lidsky and DLM
Planners conducted the last three
“College master plans” at Wooster
in 1999, 2006 and 2012. Laditka
affirmed that Lidsky is well versed
on matters concerning Wooster’s
campus and culture. Lidsky’s experience in Wooster and on other
college campuses will help to
guide direction for future renovation and architectural initiatives
here at Wooster.
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Protect DACA students
After the duration of more
than a week, everything still
seems unrealistic. As hours
pass by, and
day becomes
night,
my
fear for my
friends and
family
increases. For
individuals
on this camEddie Muñoz
pus and in America, Jan. 20 is
not an ordinary presidential
inauguration. Jan. 20 will be
the day that America initiates a
multi-strategic plan to retract
decades of progress. Let me
place my argument in the perspective of particular students
at the College of Wooster.
As of February 27, 2015, the
College of Wooster announced
a partnership with the Noble
Network of Charter Schools
in Chicago, Il. The network
grants students post-secondary
educational opportunities if
they qualify for the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals,
otherwise known as DACA; a
bill that provides temporary relief from deportation. Former
President Cornwell, the eleventh President of The College
of Wooster, said, “We have been
working with the Noble schools
for a while and have been so
pleased with the contributions
their graduates make on our
campus.”
He continued, “This partnership allows more of these
bright, motivated and well-prepared DACA students to enroll
here at Wooster.”
However, all of this will disappear next year under Donald
Trump’s initiative to terminate
Obama’s executive order for
DACA students. The current
DACA students on campus and
in America will be stripped of
an education in America because of their legal status.
Thus, all of these students
will become undocumented and
deported back to their country
of birth.
You may ask, “What is wrong
with being sent back to your
country of birth?” For many

DACA students, America is
their home. These individuals were brought to America as
children, so they developed and
socialized like any other American. These children grew up
watching cartoons such as Tom
and Jerry, Jimmy Neutron and
SpongeBob SquarePants. They
also grew up hearing about
the endless opportunities in
America. As children, they were
unable to directly interfere in
making the decision to come
to America without legal documentation. As a result of this
action, all of these students are
being condemned under American law.
As members of the Wooster
community, it is vital we understand this issue. Whether
you support a particular party
or candidate, we are speaking
about students being stripped of
an educational opportunity. Try
to imagine coming back next
semester and not seeing certain
friends in class. Paint yourself
a picture of empty seats. Seats
that are physically vacant, but
occupied with endeavors, passions and aspirations from peers
that were deported.
Despite having different political ideologies, I believe that
we all agree on equal educational opportunities. Personally,
I cannot imagine myself in this
situation, yet that does not halt
my passion and drive in helping these students. I encourage
you all to support your peers on
campus that are experiencing
these hardships.
In the upcoming weeks, there
will be instances to ask questions and hear directly from
DACA students. As of last
week, DACA students and allies
began an advocacy campaign
called WooUnited.
If you are interested in helping this campaign, please contact me directly. If you have
opposing views, please feel free to
contact me. I am more than willing to
discuss this topic.

Eddie Muñoz, a Contributing Writer
for the Voice, can be reached for comment at EMuñoz19@wooster.edu.
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On the consequences of hate and fear
It’s now been over a week since
the Presidential election, and as
elections go, you expect jubilation on one
end and disappointment
on the other.
That’s
the
process, and
in the days
and months
Yorgun Marcel that follow, the
nation unites behind the President-elect. But this election was
different; as some relished the
numbers coming in from one state
after another, others were feeling
the floor fall from beneath them.
There has been a lot of disbelief
and confusion about how this election went, disbelief and confusion
for those on the losing side, and
almost a sense of vindication for
those on the winning side. For
months, polls and pundits said
Trump could not succeed; the
Hillary juggernaut was unstoppable, the Trump machine laughable, but here we are living the
prophecy of a Simpsons episode.
So what happened? Why so
much shock at these results? Why
were more Democrats not prepared for a loss? And why were
so many Republicans so certain of
a win? The world today is about
tweeting your opinion, updating
your status, blogging your beliefs

and following people on social media based on your likes, dislikes
and beliefs.
We create a world which reflects
who we are and shut out anything
that does not support our views
of this world. In doing so, we convince ourselves that other opinions do not matter; other opinions
are irrelevant or even obsolete.
As a society, we all have opinions to
share, but do not want to hear opinions that disagree with ours. So on
Wednesday of last week, some of
us woke up stunned, disappointed,
and confused because we could not
believe that enough of the country
could disagree with how we view the
world to elect Donald Trump.
As much as it may not have made
sense to some of you, did you really
listen to what mattered to Trump
supporters this election? Beyond
the rhetoric of isolationism, fear,
and hate that caused so many of us
to tune out the rest of the message
on issues such as taxes, gun rights,
reproductive rights, same-sex marriage, and the anti-establishment
stance. The reality is that there
are people in this country who are
against everything that Hillary Clinton and a Democratic administration
represented, and all that other stuff
imputed to Donald Trump, the man,
just did not matter. We do not have
to agree with them, but it is important to understand their reality of

America.
At the same time, there is no doubt
in my mind that amongst those who
voted for Trump, there were those
who did so simply because he verbalized the isms that they’ve been told
for so long no longer belonged in our
society, and that is where this election is not like the others.
When the Center for Diversity
and Inclusion opened up a space for
students to process the results of
these elections, it was not about reflecting on the loss of Hillary Clinton; it was about fear, the fear of
what it means for many of them
to walk around Wooster, and ultimately, America in the coming
days, months and years, the fear my
wife has every time I make a run to
Walmart, or walk down the street.
I can accept that you disagree with
me about foreign policy, immigration policy and reproductive rights;
in fact I will defend your right to do
so anytime. What I can’t accept is
what occurred on Beall Avenue in
the hours and days that followed
the election results. Hate was
legitimized in this election, and
regardless of why someone may
have voted for Trump, they now
have to accept responsibility for
that hate.

Yorgun Marcel, Assistant Dean of
Students, can be reached for comment at
YMarcel@wooster.edu.

Illuminating a ‘deplorable’ perspective
The American college institution
has become a place where the line
is too often blurred between being
taught
how
to think and
what to think.
Students here
spend
their
days
surrounded
by
Drake Schwenke liberal media,
peers and educators. The propaganda that many
of our professors attempt to pour
down our fellow students’ throats
is astounding: most do not even
notice as they choke it down. Here
political correctness is a weaponized grammar being taught and we,
as conservatives, have been taught
it to such a degree that we cannot
have a single thought without guilt.
Every self-affirmative statement,
every contrary thought is undercut
immediately by the idea that there
is something wrong, queasy or
quasi-genocidal about it. If we have
that thought or belief, it is taught
that there is something morally ill
about it and about us.
The conservative student is born

into this environment and is molded by it. The conservative student
learns when to hold their tongue
and knows that sometimes they have
to adhere to a professor’s views just
to get the grade. Above all else, a
Republican student must learn to
develop a thick skin as we have been
called every name in the book; be it
racist, uneducated or Nazi. However,
unlike our more fragile counterparts,
a conservative does not dwell on
these false classifications, we let the
sticks and stones roll off our backs.
To do so is simply a matter of necessity as we don’t have the luxury to
be offended or the desire to scurry
to a safe space.
The conservative is an extremophile — we enjoy the challenge and
do not shy from it. We are those
who are taught to be frightened and
to be ashamed of our own views
which breeds among us a natural
tendency to kick against a system
that is in place. Politically correct
liberalism is an enormous target to
be attacked and it is fun to attack it.
It affirms life to attack it. To be opposed by so many poe-faced zealots
is entertaining and what the left

doesn’t realize is that humor is what
attracts so many people to our side.
Meanwhile the left continues to employ the same rhetoric and strategies that lost them the election.
To my fellow conservatives, I
want to commend you as you continue to remain steadfast during this
recent election despite the insurmountable odds placed before you
and the pressure your fellow students have placed on you. Be proud
and hold your head high amid the tearstained faces and bitter sneers from
those who recognize the decisions you
have made. Though none of us would
have expected to be treated with dignity, had the tables been turned, it falls to
us to take our victory graciously. There
is still work to be done. It is up to us to
be President Trump’s greatest critics
and to hold him to the promises that we
voted him into office for.
America is now the locomotive of
its own destiny and we will determine
its future. We will not let other groups
determine it for us.

Drake Schwenke, a Contributing Writer
for the Voice, can be reached for comment
at DSchwenke18@wooster.edu.

Female leaders face double standards
For the past year and a half, I
have served as one of the editors in chief of this paper. In the
grand scheme
of things, this
leadership role
is very small:
no one beyond the confines of this
College cares
Mariah Joyce
who heads The
Wooster Voice.
It is still a leadership role, however, and it has taught me things
about being a woman in a leadership position that I wish I did not
have to think about.
When I first got the job, I did
not think I was qualified for it.
Since then, I have struggled with
considerations that I am sure every woman in a leadership position has faced.
Am I being too bossy? Am I too
loud? Too opinionated? Too angry? Too emotional? Should I be
nicer? How can I get them to listen to me? Will people still like me
if I tell them ‘no’?
Last Tuesday a sexist, racist,
xenophobic, almost comically underqualified man-child beat out a
calm, rational, almost comically
overqualified woman for the office of President of the United
States. There was more at play

in this election than sexism,
and it would be foolish to claim
otherwise. There is a real and
justifiable anger in this country
at the way that our government
functions, and there are wide
swathes of the nation, especially the rural poor, which feel forgotten and disenfranchised by
our establishment.
However, it would be equally
foolish to claim that sexism
played no part in this decision.
This country simply could not
wrap its collective head around
the idea of a woman in the office
of the president. She doesn’t
have the presidential look. She’s
cold. She’s too old. According to
our president-elect, women are
disgusting, neurotic, nasty, obnoxious, rude pieces of ass, and
if you are a powerful man, you
can grab them by the pussy.
Last Tuesday night, as it became clear that this man who
does not view me as a person but
rather as an object to be placed
somewhere along the continuum between ‘would bang’ and
‘would not bang’ would be my
next president, I was busy working on the layout for this paper.
Every Tuesday night, from 4
p.m. to 2-3 a.m. on Wednesday
morning, I work on this paper.
I do this every week because it

is a job that I agreed to do, and
I do it with pride. It has taught
me valuable lessons about how
to perform a leadership role,
but also harsh realities about
the things you need to take into
consideration as a female leader
that my male counterparts face
to a much lesser extent.
As the projected results came
in, I felt numb, and sad, and angry, and I began to cry, but I
pushed those emotions aside to
do my job, because as a woman
in a leadership position I don’t
have the luxury of being incapacitated by my emotions.
I am still sad, and angry, and
disappointed and disheartened,
but I also refuse to give in.
I don’t know what the next
four years will hold, but I believe
in the hardworking, thoughtful
people around me, and I hope
that they continue to work for a
better, more equitable, more inclusive world, because we need
that work now more than ever.
And I hope that everyone
reading this thinks long and
hard about how they view the
women in their lives and women
in general.

Mariah Joyce, an Editor in Chief for
the Voice, can be reached for comment at
MJoyce17@wooster.edu.
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The benefit of Meatless Mondays and quelling vegetarian myths
The Women’s, Gender and
Sexuality Studies (WGSS) Senior Seminar, “Feminist Pedagogy in Action,”
in
collaboration
with
Greenhouse
Food
Committee
and
Vegan Club,
Caren Holmes is pushing an
initiative for
campus-wide participation in
a Meatless Monday campaign.
We are advocating the Meatless
Monday as part of a national
initiative aimed to reduce meat
consumption in efforts to curb
environmental degradation, improve individual health, decrease
dependency on unsustainable
livestock production and lower
overall food costs. Decreasing
meat consumption is one of the
fastest and most direct ways for
individuals to improve their environmental footprint. Colleges and universities around the
country participate in Meatless
Monday and we believe Wooster
should join the movement.
A campus-wide survey was
sent out via email to the entire
student body, eliciting reactions
to the Meatless Monday initiative. More than two-thirds of

participants supported a meatless menu at least once a month
and nearly one half of participants
supported
the weekly initiative.
While we are thrilled
to see widespread initial support of the
campaign, we want
to dispel some of the
myths articulated in
the survey results. Below we address some
of your concerns.
Myth one: “I’m an
athlete. I need to eat
meat.” It is a common myth, promoted
largely by the meat industry, that there are
limited viable meatless
alternatives that provide necessary levels
of protein for athletes
engaged in rigorous physical activity.
Eggs, lentils, beans,
quinoa, tofu, yogurt,
nuts, soy, spinach and broccoli
are all examples of protein-rich
meatless alternatives that can
easily subsidize a person’s meat
consumption, especially if it’s
only once a week. The American
Food and Drug Administration
suggests that Americans, on av-

erage, consume protein well
beyond recommended levels of
daily intake. In addition, there

“

ficiency from eliminating meat
consumption once a week.
Myth two: “I’ll make my own
decisions,
thank
you.” No one is
promoting taking
away your personal
autonomy to make
your own dietary
choices. However,
high levels of meat
consumption affect
all of us. Did you
know that for each
burger you skip,
you save enough energy to charge an
iPhone for four and
a half years? It is
time that individuals hold themselves
accountable
for
their environmental impact. We are
not demanding that
students convert to
vegetarianism
or
veganism. Rather,
we are looking to reduce our
campus wide meat consumption by about 15 percent which
could be accomplished through
a Meatless Monday initiative.
Your small sacrifice could go a
long way in terms of promoting progressive environmental

We are advocating the
Meatless Monday as part
of a national initiative aimed
at reducing meat consumption in efforts to curb environmental degradation, improve
individual health, decrease
dependency on unsustainable
livestock production and lower
overall food costs.”

-Caren Holmes ‘17 and the
WGSS Senior Seminar
are many professional athletes
who promote plant-based diets
including Venus Williams, Mike
Tyson, Carl Lewis and others.
If these athletes can perform
professionally as vegetarians
and vegans, Wooster athletes
will not suffer from protein de-

change on our campus.
Myth three: “I don’t like
salad or tofu so I don’t know
what I would eat.” Organizations involved with the Meatless
Monday initiative are actively
working with campus dining
to propose new meatless options and expand the existing
menu. Obviously tofu and salads
are not the only alternatives to
meat; in fact most students consume meatless meals regularly
without even knowing it. Every
section in Lowry offers meatless
menu items and with the implementation of a Meatless Monday initiative, students would
receive additional meatless options.
The purpose of our campuswide survey is to garner the
interest of the student body.
Therefore, we encourage you to
voice your opinions via this avenue. We hope you consider supporting the Meatless Monday initiative
in efforts to curb climate change, improve personal health, decrease
reliance on unsustainable livestock
production and decrease food costs.

Caren Holmes and the WGSS Senior
Seminar, Contributing Writers for
the Voice, can be reached for comment
at CHolmes17@wooster.edu.

Election as educational opportunity Transitioning with Trump
If you were within 10 feet of
me on Election Night, you probably heard me tell a lot of people to go fuck
themselves:
Gary Johnson,
thirdparty voters,
the
whitecis-heterosexual
Janel England population,
the electoral college, etc. I
blamed a lot of people for
why a candidate who embodies rape culture and ran on
the values of white supremacists won the presidency this
year. But now that the shock
of the election results has
passed, I realize that the only
person I should blame is myself.
All throughout election
season, I intentionally decided to remain apolitical.
I thought that if I cast my
ballot then that was enough,
that I had fulfilled my civic
duty and I could be on my
way. This belief was coming from a place of extreme
privilege and for that I apologize.
We now have a federal
government that is entirely Republican, a party that has repeatedly fought against the rights of
women, people of color, and LGBTQIA+ individuals. Someone
said to me that if we wait two
years, we could take back Congress. And, sure, in four years
we could take back the White
House, but this is the same type
of thinking I was using. An institution like the United States
government that is riddled with
oppression cannot be changed

using the channels that the institution itself promotes.
Instead of just waiting, what
we need is radical education. We
need to understand the intricacies and nuances of our government so that when we need to
fight it, we can use the system
against itself. When we need

“

the communities that voted hate
into office. While we don’t need
to tolerate the oppression promoted in our towns and cities,
we need to try to communicate
with the average voter perpetuating it.
Education is needed economically as well. We vote every
day with the purchases we
make. We need to stop funneling money into businesses that don’t value
their workers, the environment or the communities in
which they thrive and we
need to start supporting
businesses that do.
Lastly, education is needed
about each other and ourselves. If you come from a
place of privilege take time
to listen to those who do not,
so that you can better support them from day to day.
Learn how to amplify their
voices, rather than your
own. Also take the time to
unpack your privilege and
the ways that you might
perpetuate it. Just because you’re a good person
doesn’t mean that you escaped
from the internalization of
hateful ideologies.
I know that some of you are far
ahead of me on all of this. I apologize for the redundancy and being
so late to the game. But for those
of you who are somewhere where
I am, I hope you more closely scrutinize the way that your daily actions could be impacting the world.
Regardless, I wish you all safety,
hope and a whole lot of anger.

I thought that if
I cast my ballot
then that was enough,
that I had fulfilled my
civic duty and I could
be on my way. This belief was coming from
a place of extreme
privilege and for that I
apologize.”
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Ashley Ferguson, a Staff
Cartoonist for the Voice, can
be reached for comment at
AFerguson18@wooster.edu

-Janel England ‘17

to move beyond the system, we
must understand our rights to
do so. We need to understand
the rights of others, so that we
can empower them when the
system tries to brush them aside.
In addition, we need to learn
how we can become involved instate and local levels of government to ensure that these levels
promote a political policy that is
humane and just. Engagement
is needed outside of the government as well, in the heart of

Janel England, a News Editor for the
Voice, can be reached for comment at JEngland17@wooster.edu.

Donald Trump’s election as
President of the United States
has clearly upset many people
on campus.
It is understandable to
be upset by
the loss of
your
preferred canAdam Gillmor didate; however, it is
neither understandable nor acceptable to attempt to delegitimize the person who won the
election.
Since Trump’s election, there
have been too many attempts to
explain away his victory as illegitimate. The attempts range from
the expected attacks on the electoral college to claims of third parties
throwing the election. Although it
is true that both influenced the outcome of the election, it is not true
that either makes Trump’s election
less legitimate.
When Clinton conceded the
election on the morning after the
election she “offered to work with
him on behalf of our country.” She
accepted the result of the election
and knew that the only way to ensure that Trump’s vision of America was restrained was to move on
and participate in the process. This
is what the people who refuse to accept the outcome need to do to ensure their seat at the table.
Just because the Democrats lost
the election does not mean that
they have no power in government;
it means that they have the power
of the minority.
Concerning the Supreme Court,
the minority has significant power
in the confirmation process. If they
disagree with a Supreme Court
nominee, they can filibuster.

It takes 66 votes to end a filibuster through a move called cloture,
which cannot be achieved by the
Republican conference alone. This
means that, in order for cloture to
be invoked, a portion of the Democratic conference needs to vote with
the Republicans. This power will
moderate the choices of nominees
that can feasibly make it through
the Senate.
President Obama has also said
that he accepts the results of the
election. During a meeting with
Trump, Obama said that he would
do everything in his power to ease
the transition from his administration to Trump’s.
Following that meeting, Trump
even moderated his position on
the repeal of the Affordable Care
Act by saying that there are some
portions that he feels are good for
the American people. Trump also
claimed that he intends to seek
counsel from Obama once he is in
office. This shift by Trump should
help to ease fears that Trump intends to bring an extreme rightwing agenda to the White House.
Trump’s election has certainly
upset some, but that does not mean
that they should undermine the legitimacy of his candidacy.
Both Clinton and Obama have
said they accept the results, and
they both intend to work with the
Trump administration.
Even if they did not intend to
work with Trump, the power of the
Democratic Party as a minority is
very real. When all this is taken into
account, there is no reason to delegitimize Trump’s election or undermine his presidency.

Adam Gillmor, a Contributing Writer for
the Voice, can be reached for comment at
AGillmor19@wooster.edu.
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Campaign started to promote understanding of undocumented students
Tristan Lopus
Managing Editor
Last Monday evening, Nov. 7
— on the eve of the most anticipated presidential election
in recent history — Eduardo
Muñoz and three students who
are undocumented immigrants
filed into the Lowry lobby to
claim their reserved table and
prepared to distribute 50 tshirts and 2,500 stickers. Each
bore the same simple wordmark: “No human being is illegal. #undocumented.”
It was a surprise when a line
of what they estimated to be
over 100 people had amassed in
anticipation of the t-shirt distribution. They distributed all
50 shirts in a matter of minutes, with plenty of demand
left over, and they made a dent
in their pile of 2,500 stickers.
The highly coveted shirts
and stickers were the result of
a meeting in which Muñoz and
his three undocumented classmates — attending the College under President Obama’s
executive order Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA) — met with President
Sarah Bolton to present an
agenda for fighting the social
stigma and obstacles faced by
undocumented students.
For them, the smash hit shirt
distribution was hardly a result to celebrate, but rather
the promising launch of an
ambitious campaign to spread
awareness and understanding
of the experiences of undocumented students, cultivating a
campus community that supports and celebrates undocumented and DACA students.
For many DACA students,
pursuing postsecondary education is a challenge. Because undocumented students are not
eligible for federal student aid
through FAFSA, few are able
to pay for a four-year college
degree.
In fact, Daniela — an undocumented student involved
in the campaign, referred to
here by a pseudonym due to
the legal and social dangers of
broadcasting her family’s immigration status — recalled
that, when she disclosed to her
high school counselor that she
was undocumented, the counselor’s reaction was something
to the effect of “‘You better
start looking into community
colleges,’” as those would be
the only remotely affordable
options.

Activists celebrate Obama’s announcement of DACA on Nov. 20, 2014. DACA supports
undocumented students who wish to attend college (Photo taken from Latin Post).
With her eyes set on higher
academic standards, Daniela,
along with two other undocumented students here in her
class, ultimately became recipients of the Pritzker Access Scholarship, sponsored by
the Noble Network of Charter
Schools. The College is one of
18 partner schools in the scholarship program, whereby the

“

Next semester, the seats in
the classrooms
may be physically
vacant, but they
will be filled with
the ambitions,
endeavors, and
dreams that [undocumented students] could have
accomplished.”
-Eduardo Muñoz
’19

Noble Network pays $12,000 a
year for a student’s tuition provided that the partner schools
pay the remaining tuition as financial aid.
Upon enrolling in the College and arriving on campus,
Daniela and her undocumented
peers, the first cohort of openly undocumented students to
attend Wooster, had an acute
sense of being guinea pigs.
Daniela said that her enroll-

ment and orientation into the
College was riddled with paperwork and processes that
were not designed to accommodate undocumented students.
One example occurred during orientation when she and
her peers were initially given
the itinerary for international
students, which included programs geared toward orienting international students to
American academic and social
culture. Attending such programs seemed silly to Daniela
and her undocumented classmates, who had grown up immersed in American culture as
any citizen and had been educated in American schools.
“We’re not international, but
we’re also not citizens,” Daniela said. “It was very complicated to determine ‘where do
we fit?’”
Further still, Daniela and her
peers face the ongoing struggle of navigating social lives
as undocumented immigrants
amid a culture wherein that label bears strong political implications and xenophobic stigma.
Daniela describes having to be
careful to disclose her undocumented status only to those of
her peers who will be accepting
of her nonetheless.
Friendship and other purely social interactions take on
a political aspect, as Daniela
must constantly evaluate who
is open-minded enough to accept her undocumented status
and who is racist enough to reject and ridicule her for it.
Even when she does tell
people whom she trusts and

who are accepting of her undocumented status, they rarely
understand the complicated
experiences of being undocumented enough to be able to
offer her meaningful support.
”At the end of the day, they
still don’t understand, they’re
not in your position,” Daniela
said, “So they’re just like, ‘Oh,
but- ya know, you’ll be fine.’”
It is this imbalance of acceptance of undocumented students versus intimate understanding of their experiences
that both Muñoz and Daniela
see as the most tangible target
of their advocacy. While there
are certainly people who actively reject undocumented immigrants, Muñoz reports that
students are willing to build a
community that supports undocumented students. Indeed,
he has seen such an enthusiasm
demonstrated at every level of
the community, from his fellow students to President Sarah Bolton and Chairman Bill
Longbrake.
It was Bolton who readily
agreed to meet with the students and provide the funding that launched the campaign. Furthermore, Daniela
said that, following the election of Donald Trump last
week, whose campaign promises imperil the future of undocumented people in the
U.S., Bolton sent her and her
undocumented peers a letter
reaffirming the College’s support of them, even suggesting
that the College may be able to
involve immigration lawyers
in any fight for their continued
residence and education in the

United States. 		
Muñoz says that Chairman
Longbrake has shown similar
enthuasiasm. Following a conversation about undocumented
students with the trustees in
October, Longbrake gave Muñoz his email. To continue the
conversation they began, Muñoz said that Longbrake has
sent him links to relevant articles and met with Muñoz and
an undocumented student for
coffee when he was on campus
recently.
Muñoz said the primary aim
of their advocacy campaign is
not as much to fight for acceptance of undocumented students as it is to share their experiences with the community
at large. Among the next steps
for the campaign is to hold a
panel discussion for undocumented students and people
with intimate understandings
of their experiences to educate
the community on the many
social, institutional and legal
challenges that they face.
Another focus of the campaign will be to launch high
school outreach initiatives
to encourage undocumented
students to pursue DACAprotected status and four-year
college degrees. They plan to
create a pamphlet to send to
high schools, entitled “Educación para Todos” (Education
for All), with information on
colleges that support undocumented students and how to
apply and find financial aid as
an undocumented student.
The extreme topical relevance of their campaign in this
historical moment is not lost
on Muñoz and his partners.
“Right now is a prime time
to be bringing this advocacy
campaign on campus,” Muñoz
said, alluding to the looming
concern about what anti-immigrant measure president-elect
Trump may institute.
“Next semester, the seats in
the classrooms may be physically vacant,” Muñoz said, “but
they will be filled with the ambitions, endeavors, and dreams
that [undocumented students]
could have accomplished.” To
Muñoz and his partners on the
campaign, galvanizing support
for undocumented students,
and immigrants in general, is
a now-or-never issue, and they
are determined not to see undocumented students’ seats
emptied by Trump-induced xenophobia or a failure to fight it
as aggressively as possible.

European students seek representation on campus through new club
Sally Kershner
Features Editor

Wooster’s first Italian international student, Marco Roccato ’20, is trying to form a new
student group on campus. Roccato is attempting to create the
European Student’s Association
(ESA), a group dedicated to represent all international students
that come from Europe, including the College’s global nomads.
After walking through the annual Scot Spirit Day for the first
time as a first-year, Roccato became inspired to start his own
club, noticing that there was a
lack of representation for European students on campus.
“I knew there were many
Europeans in Wooster, and I
thought it would be needed to
have that presence on campus,”
said Roccato. He also wants to
debunk the idea that European
culture can be dismissed from
needing representation due to
its familiar aspects in American
culture. “Many people believe
European culture is similar to
American culture. They think
it’s ‘oh yeah it’s whatever,’ but
it’s very different and I want
people to be conscious of how
we live.”
Eventually opening up later

Potential members of the European Student’s Association come together for their
first meeting at The College of Wooster (Photo courtesy Marco Roccato).
to the entire student body, ESA’s
temporary board is currently
comprised wholly of European
students.
Roccato is the president, Axel
Nunes ’18 is vice president and
Magia Karagianni ’19 is treasurer, all advised under the authority of Nicola Kille, the assistant director of International
Student Affairs. Once ESA is
approved to be an official club,
they will hold new elections and
add new positions, opening up
to other non-European students.
“This is a way to spread posi-

tivity and awareness; we’re doing this because we like to come
together,” said Roccato. “Europe
is built on learning about each
other and appreciating each
other even with our differences,
and we want to bring some of
that to Wooster. Even if there
are not as many Europeans, we
still want to spread that message. That’s what Wooster is
about, different people coming
together.”
Not only does Roccato hope
that ESA can share European
values amongst the Wooster

campus, but he plans to expand
this network to other nations.
Roccato expressed interest in
working with the office of OffCampus Studies here at the College. By working with OCS,
students could generate more
awareness and education about
the European culture and atmosphere they will be entering
into while studying abroad.
ESA also plans to work with
admissions so that the admissions team can better promote
themselves to prospective European students and to further

bridge the gap. In turn, Roccato
explains that this could lead to
a larger network of alumni in
countries all over Europe, building a community with a common identity.
“Outside the Europeans themselves, we want to work with
other multiethnic groups [on
campus]. Once we get approved,
[we’re] going to be reaching
out to other groups that do similar things. We think supporting
each other is a successful presence, we don’t want to be isolated from other groups,” said
Roccato.
Currently processing paperwork to seek approval on becoming an official club, Roccato and
other members of ESA plan on
continuing to spread awareness
about this new possible representation on campus. For questions or
comments feel free to email Roccato at MRoccato20@wooster.edu.
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WAC Small Concerts and Woo 91 present Fell Runner

The band Fell Runner will perform this Friday, Nov. 18 in the Lowry Pit in show put
on by WAC and Woo 91 (Photo taken from Facebook).

Coral Ciupak
Viewpoints Editor
This Friday, Nov. 18, the
Wooster Activities Committee
(WAC), in conjunction with Woo
91, will continue to pursue their
objective of providing entertaining and socially engaging events
to unify the College’s student
body. Given the recent eruption
of political tension and strife
throughout the country, there
may never be a more opportune
time for Wooster students to
serve up some self-love than at
WAC’s Small Concerts series.
“I think that students can
shake up their regular routines

with this event. It’s not every
weekend that there is a concert
on campus, and this one — with
student openers and free food —
would be a great way to change
things up for a bit,” said Harry
Todd ’18, WAC’s Small Concerts
director and Woo 91’s music director.
Though small concerts are
typically undertaken by WAC,
this week’s small concert is cosponsored by Woo 91 in celebration of the station’s newly
launched automated system. The
new system gives Woo 91 students control over what is played
during unprogrammed hours
and is catered more toward

Wooster students’ wide variety
of music tastes.
To complement a more intimate campus setting, director
Todd narrowed the focus of his
scouting efforts for small concerts. Bands featured at WAC’s
small concerts are typically
those characterized as up-andcomers on media platforms like
BandCamp and Soundcloud.
Tonight’s small concert will
feature Fell Runner, a self-described “experimental rock”
band based in Los Angeles, Calif.
The band’s four members take
inspiration from West African
rhythms and melodies, and they
collaboratively write their own

music. Prominent Chicago guitarist Jeff Parker, of the band
Tortoise, has described the
group’s style as “jagged, but also
soulful and melodic.”
Those interested can preview
their music at fellrunner.bandcamp.com. The group’s 2015
album, Fell Runner, is also available for preview and purchase on
Spotify and iTunes.
Though Fell Runner’s performance will be a College debut,
attendees can also expect to
find familiar faces onstage. Two
student performances will open
the show. Student openers include Will Courtney ’19, Pedro
Oliboni ’20, Finn Schneider ’19,
Jeremy Smucker ’19, Joe Vickers
’18 and others.
“I think that this event will
be very authentically college,
if that makes any sense,” said
Todd. “It’s really collaborative
this time around, with students
opening, food coming in and
Woo 91 cosponsoring the concert. Having students come to
the event and enjoy music made
by both peers and professionals
will create a really great vibe on
campus this Friday.”
The concert will begin at 7
p.m. this Friday evening in the
Lowry Pit. Refreshments will
also be available to attendees
from Spoon Market & Deli. If
you’ve missed or can’t make this
concert, don’t despair — WAC
will continue to host small concerts every month or so, providing much needed relief and
relaxation to Wooster’s student body.

A Tribe Called Quest returns with new music, same swagger
Harry Todd
Contributing Writer
Countless monumental musicians have passed away this
year. While it’s hard to find
a bit of light in all of these
deaths, some musicians knowingly produced one last piece
of work for us to enjoy. What
a treat those records have been:
David Bowie’s Blackstar is a
stunning album, and so is the
latest A Tribe Called Quest, We
Got It From Here... Thank You 4
Your Service. This album marks
the seminal hip hop group’s
first release in 18 years, released after founding member
Phife Dawg’s death earlier this
March.
A Tribe Called Quest (ATCQ)
are of the early hip hop practice
that has several MCs trading
bars, rhymes and beats freely
amongst themselves. When
news broke of We Got It From
Here, fans worried about Phife
Dawg’s absence on the album,
but Q-Tip, the group’s de facto
leader, urged fans not to worry.
I’m glad I listened to him. Not
only is Phife Dawg all over

this album – much of We Got It
From Here was recorded before
his untimely death – his presence and mortality is felt in every bar that he isn’t rapping.
“Black Spasmodic”, a cut
halfway through the album, is
a great example. In his verse,
Q- Tip channels Phife, speaking from his posthumous point
of view, and using the song
to come to terms with Phife’s
death. Tip’s bars ring true; it
feels like a genuine Phife Dawg
verse in a world now void of
new ones, a simultaneous confrontation and celebration of
mortality. It’s a shining moment in an album full of standout bars and beats.
We Got It From Here feels
decidedly retro; this is not an
album attempting to reinvent
ATCQ’s sound to meet modern
standards. Rather, this album is
an extension of their sound, a
seamless fit in their legendary
discography. The beats and samples on the album never miss a
step; each song is jazzy, layered
and funky as hell – check out
“Solid Wall of Sound” in particular. Features, too, are well

A Tribe Called Quest returns to the spotlight with the
debut of their new album (Photo taken from Facebook).
chosen, ranging from old school
rappers like Busta Rhymes to
the new generation of instinctual soul musicians, like Kendrick Lamar and Anderson Paak.
We Got It From Here finds
more lyrical and sonic content
for listeners to enjoy over its
hour-long runtime. ATCQ has
never been a group to back
away from political content, but
this album finds them reaching
new levels of poignancy and
timeliness. “We the People....”,
the album’s second track, makes
a hook out of Q-Tip listing
marginalized
communities

WoosterStreetStyle:
Showcasing personal style on campus
Taylor Myers’ ’19 (left) outfit describes the
feeling of fall while his face describes the feeling of many Americans. His black overalls over
a beautifully stiched sweater sewn by his greatgrandmother creates a simple yet elegant outfit
pleasing to many people’s eyes. Keep up your
style, Taylor.
Myra Praml ’19 (right) decided to show a beautiful smile along with her outfit. Her choice of a
green sweater over her yellow and blue flannel conveys a message of joy and friendliness.
Given her choice of pants and shoes, Myra was
probably one of the best dressed students this
past week.

(Photos by Lily Turovsky and captions by
Robert Dinkins, Jr. )

who fear deportation and hate
crimes, while “Conrad Tokyo”
finds Phife Dawg criticizing the
comedy that media outlets put
out in this latest election cycle
and Trump’s rise to power.
We Got It From Here... Thank
You 4 Your Service is a great album and well worth your time.
It’s also a securing of a legacy
for the group, a celebration of
life, and a refreshing reminder
of where modern hip-hop came
from. Phife Dawg may be gone,
but his music has never felt so
essential. This album shines, it
radiates and it bumps with life.
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We need to have a talk.
If you have come as far as the
second sentence of this essay,
chances are you know how to
read. I applaud this, but at the
same time I must ask you: would
you rather read this, or would
you rather watch someone say it
on YouTube?
Exactly.
Ladies and gentlemen, I come
to you today to announce the
death of reading. For many this
might be a sad proclamation.
You might want to remember
all the time you spent in The
Magic Treehouse, or with Judy
Bloom, Nancy Drew or even
Christian Grey. But someone
had to put a fork in this dying
turkey, and given it is almost
Thanksgiving I thought it was
time we came together and finally quit reading.
Now, some of you might be
asking, “Why do we need to quit
reading?”
I was once just as naive, but
we must grow up to realize all
things have a start and an end.
Print had its time, and that was
600 years ago when monks used
printing presses. Ever since
then it’s been an embarrassing
struggle for books trying to reclaim their heyday of the 15th
century.
Nowadays we have cameras,
smartphones and even Google
glasses. Books are the way of
the past. We live in a world
where the movie is always better
than the book. Do you want to
know why? Because it’s a movie,
and books are naturally inferior.
People often say the book is
better than the movie adaptation. I call these people liars.
Chances are these people haven’t
even read the book. I know I
haven’t. The movie is almost always better than the book, and I
have the reasons to prove it.
Reason one: Ryan Gosling.
Think of a single movie that
Gosling was in that would have
been made better by being in paper form. Exactly — it’s impossible. Those glossy eyes, erudite
charms, wondrous personality
and dimples beyond cuteness.
None of these translate into a
book, unless it has a photo section in the middle. Even then it
doesn’t encapsulate the beauty
of living presence that film captures.
Reason two: Attention spans.
Research has shown our attention spans have shrunken over
the past 16 years, possibly due
to our constant exposure to
smartphones. The discipline it
takes to sit through an entire
novel has become a rarity. Today’s mass audiences need visually stimulating movies, television programs and of course,
memes.
Finally, for those still opposing my superior opinion, I ask
this: How many books are there
on Netflix? Exactly. It’s called
Netflix and chill, not Dr. Seuss
and chill.
I believe this all proves my
case. It is now just a matter of
time until we all expel these ancient relics from our lives. Given the results of last Tuesday,
there is evidence a large amount
of Americans already have.
André Baronov-Torres, a Contributing Writer for the Voice, can
be reached for comment at ABaronov-Torres20@wooster.edu.
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Cross country teams cap a strong season at Regionals
Megan Zerrer
Sports Editor
The Fighting Scots men’s and
women’s cross country teams
had a strong finish to their season
this past weekend at the NCAA
Division III Great
Lakes
Region
Cross
Country
Championships
held
at
West
Ottawa
Golf
Course in Holland,
Mich.
The
women’s
team
finished 21st out
of 31 teams, and
the men had a solid
17th place finish
out of 36 teams.
The
women’s
team was led
by
two-time
A l l - N o r t h
Coast
Athletic
Conference runner
Kayla
Zboran
’17, who finished
with a 6K time of
22:11.14, earning
her a 14th-place
finish among the 232-competitior
field. This run also earned Zboran
her first-career all-region certificate.
She is the first Fighting Scot runner
on the women’s team to earn allregion honors since alumna Erin
Plews-Ogan ’13 in 2012.
Ashley Ferguson ’18 finished
behind Zboran, with a time
of 24:35.6, which earned her

“

the 132nd slot. Emily Reid ’17
followed close behind Ferguson
with a time of 24:29.7. Rounding
out the runners were Mackenzie
Kellar ’18 and Collier Summay
’19 with times of 24:45.7 and
24.51.3 respectively, placing
141st and 145th
in the race.
On the men’s
side,
Jacob
Denbeaux
’19
clocked a time
of 26:30.8 in
the 8K race,
tallying a 77thplace finish in
the 249-runner
field.
Close
behind was Blake
Pecoraro
’17,
who earned an
87th place finish
with a time of
26:36.9, crossing
the finish line
just
behind
a
close-knit
pack featuring
four
runners
separated
by
only
eight
tenths-of-a-second.
Jackson
Feinknopf ’19 narrowly missed
out on a top-100 finish by two
seconds. Feinknopf clocked a
time of 26:44 to finish 102nd
in the field. Other notable
mentions for the men were Alex
Chabraja ’17 who finished with
a time of 27:03.4, and Aedan
Pettit ’20 (27:17.3) who rounded

I was ecstatic to see
that so many of
my teammates
and I finished so
close together,
and I was overjoyed that I
never once saw
[Zboran] after
leaving the starting line.”
-Ashley Ferguson ’18

Kayla Zboran ’17 finished 14th out of 232 in the 6K while participating in the NCAA
Division III Championships (Photo courtesy Woosterathletics.com).
out the Fighting Scots’ scorers
with 118th- and 128th-place
finishes respectively.
When asked about a lesson
she would take away from the
season, Ferguson said, “It’s so
important to identify specific
goals. As a team, we knew
from the start of this season
that we wanted to work with
our teammates as one unit
during practice and carry that
forward in races to knock out
the competition, and I think we
accomplished that by the end.”

Traditionally, the end of a
season is a time for returning
athletes to reflect. “We’re
going to lose a strong group of
seniors next season, but I think
the chemistry is still going to
be really great next year,” said
Ferguson. “This program gives
you a lot of flexibility to make
your training your own, and
so I think it will be up to each
individual to decide to make the
most of summer training and
just have a competitive attitude
when we get back in the fall.”

Ferguson
expressed
a
team sentiment of support
and admiration for Zboran’s
performance at Regionals. “I
was ecstatic to see that so many
of my teammates and I finished
so close together, and I was
overjoyed that I never once saw
Kayla after leaving the starting
line,” said Ferguson.
So when you see any of
the
cross
country
team
members, please wish them
congratulations
on
their
successful season.

Football team falls flat in final facedown of the season
Ashley Ferguson
Contributing Writer
Despite a second-half resurgence on Saturday, The College
of Wooster football team fell in
its final game of the season to
Ohio Wesleyan University and its
strong start at Selby Stadium in
Delaware, Oh.
However, the Fighting Scots
(4-6, 4-5 NCAC) are on the upswing. This season saw a two win
improvement over last season,
winning two out of the last three
games to garner the best wrap-up
win streak since the 2012 season’s
four consecutive closing wins.
“Well, no, it wasn’t the outcome
we wanted in the last game of the
season but we finished the season
strong,” said head coach Frank
Colaprete. “I am so proud of how
we were able to turn the season
around and we kept improving as
a team.”
In the first quarter of Saturday’s conference matchup, Christian Santos ’20 forced a fumble on
OWU’s Alex Barrett at the 1-yard
line, but the Bishops fell on it in the
endzone, scoring the game’s first
touchdown with 10:58 left in the
quarter.

Quarterback Gary Muntean ’18 broke several program records in the Scot’s final game of the season
against Ohio Wesleyan (Photo courtesy Woosterathletics.com).
Later, OWU’s Dominick Orsini
rushed for a five-yard score, which
was followed shortly after by Barrett’s touchdown. The Bishops held
a 21-0 lead going into halftime.
Orsini launched a 75-yard pass
to OWU’s Adrian Bishop a little
over a minute into the second half.
It would end up being OWU’s only
touchdown of the third quarter.

On the next drive, Troy Brown
’17 intercepted a pass from Orsini. The Scots then forced punts
on two consecutive OWU drives
in the third quarter, and Jordan
Patterson ’20 snagged Wooster’s
third interception of the game.
Wooster caught fire in the
third quarter when Antonio Bailey ’19 scored a touchdown on a

43-yard run with 5:04 left in play.
After the extra-point from Trevor
Bowden ’18, OWU’s lead was cut
down to 21.
Ohio Wesleyan fought back in
the fourth, scoring off of a 16-yard
pass from Orsini to Tyler DeVitis
with 13:54 on the clock and another rushing score from Orsini with
10:00 left.

With the score 42-7 in favor of
Ohio Wesleyan (6-4, 6-3 NCAC),
Wooster pushed back in their final
offensive possession. Gary Muntean ’18 completed a pass to Tyson
Vogel ’17 for a three-yard touchdown in the final two minutes for a
final score of 42-14.
Muntean broke several program
records in Saturday’s game, throwing for 248 yards and a touchdown
with three interceptions. He finished the season with new records
in total offense (3,140), passing
yards (2,940), total offensive plays
(516), pass attempts (386) and
completions (234). Brown led the
Scots with nine tackles in addition
to two interceptions in the game,
while Ben Kumpf ’18 added eight
tackles.
Saturday’s finale topped off
the collegiate careers of seven
seniors, including Brown, Vogel,
Christian Golden ’17, Nate Huwar ’17, Kevin Komara ’17, Riley
Markko ’17 and Todd Ulmer ’17.
Noting the strength and resilience of the team this season, Colaprete said, “This team can go into
the off-season with our heads held
high, knowing if we work hard we
will be right in the mix for a
championship next season.”

LEX’S TWO MINUTE DRILL

NBA Cares embodies NBA principles
The NBA, like just about every
other professional sports league,
has a league-wide organization
w h i c h
promotes the
charitable
contributions
of
NBA’s
coaches and
Aleksi Pelkonen players’ time
and money
to what it deems worthwhile
causes. This organization is
called NBA Cares.
I think it’s less of a slogan
and more of an embodiment of
the principles of the NBA.
This is the league that opened
its doors to players from all
over the world. There is not a
continent on the planet that has
not had multiple NBA players
who have contributed to the

success and growth of the sport.
This is a league that welcomed
Jason Collins, the first openly
gay male professional athlete in
any of the four major sports, and
Bill Kennedy as an openly gay
referee. The league has welcomed
three female referees, and the San
Antonio Spurs recently hired the
first female assistant coach, Becky
Hammon.
This is the league which forced
Donald Sterling to give up his
NBA franchise for making racist
comments. The league pulled its
All-Star game from Charlotte after
the passage of North Carolina’s
HB2, a direct infringement on the
rights of transgender people.
So you can imagine the leaguewide reaction after the United
States elected Donald Trump to the
presidency. Here are just a handful

of the comments that have been
made by NBA players and coaches:
Detroit Pistons head coach
Stan Van Gundy was the most
vocal: “I don’t know how you
go about it, if you’re a person
of color today or a Latino.
Because white society just said
to you, again — not like we
haven’t forever — but again, and
emphatically, that I don’t think
you deserve equality. We don’t
think you deserve respect. And
the same with women.”
Golden State Warriors head
coach Steve Kerr added, “Just
the whole process has left us [as
a team] feeling disgusted and
disappointed. I thought we were
better than this.”
LeBron James chimed in via
Instagram: “Minorities and Women
in all please know that this isn’t the

end, it’s just a very challenging
obstacle that we will overcome.”
Golden State Warriors forward
David West added, “[Trump’s]
attitudes about black people, about
Muslim people, about women,
about just about every sort of
political group you can name, folks
agree with his positions […] so
this whole fairy tale about some
post-racial, utopia that Obama
created it’s all, it’s all bull.”
And finally, San Antonio Spurs
head coach Gregg Popovich said,
“I’m a rich white guy and I’m sick
to my stomach thinking about it.
I can’t imagine being a Muslim
right now, or a woman, or an
African-American, a Hispanic,
a handicapped person, how
disenfranchised they might feel.”
The NBA understands, at a
deeper level than all other American

sports leagues, that inclusiveness
makes the league stronger, not
weaker. The standard of human
decency is not a moving target
and respect for all players,
coaches, referees and people is
the bare minimum that the league
expects. NBA Cares is more than
just a PR slogan; it’s what makes
it the best league in the world.
I’ll conclude with a tweet
from Sports Illustrated writer Lee
Jenkins, “The Cavs are going to
the White House tomorrow.
One of them speculated that
they may be the last NBA team
to do that for a while.”
The NBA cares, and that’s why
I care about it.

Aleksi Pelkonen, a Sports Editor for the
Voice, can be reached for comment at
APelkonen17@wooster.edu.
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Soccer players earn NCAC honors

Emma Lawrence ’19, Caroline Dres ’19, and Harper Jones ’19
all earned NCAC nods (Photos courtesty Woosterathletics.com).

Jack Gilio
Contributing Writer
Last week, three sophomore
Fighting Scots on the women’s soccer
team received their first NCAC AllConference nods. Emma Lawrence
’19 was named First-Team All
Conference, while Caroline Dres ’19

and Harper Jones ’19 were both
honorable mention recipients.
Lawrence started every game
for the Scots on defense. “[The
coaches] asked me to be a director
in the back, to help navigate the
play and help my teammates,” said
Lawrence. “When I can see the
whole field in front of me I am able

to direct traffic and see things from
a different perspective.” Lawrence
finished with two goals and two
assists.
Dres started in all but one game
for the Scots in midfield. She proved
to be the offensive firepower that the
women needed on a game-to-game
basis. She finished with a team-high
four goals, one of which was a late
equalizer at the 85th minute against
Kenyon, forcing overtime. Dres was
also second on the team in points (six)
and first in shooting percentage (23
percent).
Jones started 14 of 16 games in
midfield. Along with Dres, Jones
scored four goals, and also led the
team in points (nine). “My role on the
team […] expanded far past being
just a midfielder as I played various
midfield and forward roles and was
relied on as both a ball distributor and
goal scorer,” said Jones.
The trio of sophomores were
key contributors to the Scots’ run
to the conference tournament this
season. With the experience they
gained this season, the Scots look
to push further on towards the top
of the NCAC in 2017.

UPSETS DOMINATE WEEK TEN

Following their 28-7 loss against division rival
Baltimore on Nov. 10, the Cleveland Browns have
a record of 0-10. The Browns have been plagued
by a horrendous defense this season, allowing an
average of 30.6 points per game this season.
According to ESPN’s Football Power Index,
the Browns have a 20% chance to finish the season winless with an 0-16 record, which would
make them only the second team in NFL history
to accomplish this dubious feat.
Source: ESPN.com

Years since the University of
Connecticut men’s basketball
team last started with an 0-2
record. UConn, which is now
0-3 after a loss to Northeastern,
have won four NCAA championships in these 48 years.

Last weekend’s slate of NCAA football matchups were defined by a number of high-profile
upsets which have reshuffled the College Football Playoff picture. Michigan lost to Iowa 1413, Washington lost to USC 26-13 and Clemson
lost to Pittsburgh 43-42.
The carnage of upsets has left Alabama as the
nation’s sole unbeaten team and still holding the
#1 ranking. Ohio State, Louisville and Michigan
round out the rest of the top four.
Source: ESPN.com

Points and assists Houston
Rockets guard James Harden
has accumulated over the first
ten games of the NBA season.
He is one of three players to ever
do so, joining Russell Westbrook
and Oscar Robertson.

22

36

The number of games it
took for New York Giants
wide-receiver Odell Beckham,
Jr. to accumulate 3500 receiving yards. He is the quickest
player to reach the benchmark
in NFL history.

Number of games that the Alabama Crimson Tide have won
in a row, dating back to last season. Alabama is currently ranked
first in the AP Top 25 and the
Coaches Poll. They have beaten
six ranked teams this season.

8

4

Number of combined field goal
and extra-point attempts missed
by Minnesota Vikings kicker
Blair Walsh this season. That
mark leads the league. The Vikings released Walsh on Tuesday,
after Walsh missed yet another
extra-point against Washington.

Megan’s

B ite-Sized Sports
BROWNS NOW 0-10

Notable Numbers
48
300-100

and

.Number of games the
NFL suspended Chicago
Bears wide-receiver Alshon
Jeffery for violating the
NFL’s substance abuse policy. Jeffery is being suspended
for taking performance enhancing drugs.

Aleksi’s

This Week’s Games
NCAAF
Louisville v. Houston
Ohio State v. Michigan State
Wisconsin v. Purdue
Indiana v. Michigan
Clemson v. Wake Forest
Alabama v. Chattanooga
Washington State v. Colorado
Arizona State v. Washington
Oklahoma v. West Virginia
Penn State v. Rutgers
USC v. UCLA

Events

quick picks

Louisville
Ohio State
Wisconsin
Michigan
Clemson
Alabama
Washington
Washington
Oklahoma
Penn State
USC

Voice

Sunday

Monday

November 13

Tuesday
14

Wednesday

15

Louisville
Ohio State
Wisconsin
Michigan
Clemson
Alabama
Colorado
Washington
WVU
Penn State
USC

Editors in Chief:
Mariah Joyce
Jared Berg

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

16

Aleksi
(60-30)

Megan
(60-30)

17

18 3 p.m.

19

Women’s Basketball v. Berea
Timken Gymnasium
7:40 p.m.
Fall Dance Concert
Freedlander in the Round

7:30 p.m.
Fall Dance Concert
Freedlander in the Round

20

21

4 p.m.
Piano Recital
Gault Recital

22

23
Thanksgiving Break

24
Thanksgiving

6 p.m.
M. Basketball v. Defiance
Timken Gymnasium

25
Thanksgiving Break

26
Thanksgiving Break

7 p.m.
Flute Recital
Gault Recital Hall

Voice Calendar of Events and
Classified Listings
In an attempt to better spread the word of events
on campus, the Voice is dedicating our back page
to campus-specific events and information.
Anything from sports games to theatre productions can be found in the calendar above, with

additional information provided below if necessar y. Campus groups can list events within the
calendar for free. If you would like your group’s
events to be included, you can email Jared Berg
at JBerg17@wooster.edu. Se parate advertisements on the back page are also free.
Advertisements, announcements and inquiries
printed on this page are limited to the campus
community and to on-campus events. Events

must be open to the campus at large, and are
not limited to but may include speakers, performances, movie showings, special club events, et
cetera.
The Voice reserves the right to edit or reject
any posts that we receive.
Please direct comments or concerns to Mariah
Joyce ’17, Jared Berg ’17 or Tristan Lopus ’18.
We always appreciate your suggestions.

Kito Ashbey, a cartoonist for the Voice, can be reached for comment at KAshbey17@wooster.edu

